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Abstract

In response to Deacon and Stanyer’s article ‘Mediatization: Key Concept or Conceptual Bandwagon?’, we argue that they build their criticism on a simplified methodology. They mistake a media-centered approach for a media-centric one, and they do not capture how mediatization research engages with the complex relationship between changes in media and communication on the one hand and changes in various fields of culture and society on the other. We conclude that the emergence of the concept of mediatization is part of a paradigmatic shift within media and communication research.
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Introduction

During the last decade ‘mediatization’ has emerged as an important concept and theoretical framework for considering the interplay between media, culture and society – a problematic which must be at the very heart of concerns among the present journal’s readers. The authors of this article have all contributed considerably to this discussion (Hepp, 2013; Hjarvard, 2013; Lundby, 2009, 2014) and despite our various positions and internal disagreements in this debate, we share the view that the research field’s understanding of ‘mediatization’ has matured, theoretically as well as empirically. Today, mediatization has been conceptually developed from various perspectives (in particular sociological and cultural). Empirical studies of mediatization processes have begun to develop in a variety of areas, including politics, religion, family and so on. As a result, we now have more elaborated and refined definitions to build upon and several empirical fields that allow us to reconsider the particular interplay between media, communications, culture and society in different sectors of culture and society. However, we are still in the early stages of this theoretical endeavor and empirical work firmly rooted in the mediatization concept is still relatively scarce.

Like most concepts, mediatization has been contested and challenged from a variety of perspectives, and a recent article in this journal by Deacon and Stanyer sets out to consider whether mediatization is a ‘key concept or conceptual bandwagon’ (2014: 1032). In general, we agree with Deacon and Stanyer that the term ‘mediatization’ is by some invoked in a casual manner with limited theoretical underpinnings and few consequences for the empirical work in question. In some contexts it may look more like a catchphrase than a real concept, perhaps demonstrating an attempt by some researchers to connect to the emerging paradigm of mediatization research without really engaging with the theoretical framework.

Having said this, we also think that Deacon and Stanyer (2014) paint too bleak a picture of the present state of mediatization research, which is partly due to the empirical methodology on which their critique rests. Their overview of current mediatization research is based on a simple word search in a sample of 14 leading media and communication journals from 2002 to 2012. Searching for the word ‘mediatization,’ they found 93 articles mentioning the word at least once and, not very surprisingly, they find that ‘in the vast majority of cases (81 percent) the word was just mentioned in passing, more casually invoked than defined’ (Deacon and Stanyer, 2014: 1034). We are confident that looking for research into, for instance, ‘globalization’ or ‘commercialization’ through a simple word search would produce a similar result. However, we do not think this necessarily implies that we must abandon the concepts of ‘globalization’ or ‘commercialization’. We are also convinced that some
of the researchers whose articles are included in Deacon and Stanyer’s sample will be surprised to learn that their research has become exemplary of current mediatization research. Our objection to Deacon and Stanyer’s methodology is not meant as an excuse for a sloppy use of the concept of mediatization in a number of articles; we emphasize the need to be precise and elaborate in the use of the term. Our objection concerns the fact that they criticize mediatization research at its weakest, whereas it should be criticized where its arguments appear strongest. Deacon and Stanyer’s (2014) criticism addresses three theoretical concerns which we will consider in turn: the role of media as causal agents, the understanding of historical change and the design of concepts. At the end of the article we will conclude that the emergence of the concept of ‘mediatization’ is part of a paradigmatic shift within media and communication research.

**Media and causality**

A central objection to the mediatization argument is that it allegedly overemphasizes the role of the media as agents of change. Non-media factors are not taken sufficiently into account, creating a risk of ‘automatically centre-staging media actors, logics and technologies’ (Deacon and Stanyer, 2014: 1033). The ‘current focus on ICTs and the media is overly media-centric with all the problems this entails’, Deacon and Stanyer (2014: 1034) write. This is an important argument and – if true – clearly detrimental to a complex and nuanced understanding of the role of media in social and cultural change. We do, however, think this is a clear misunderstanding. Following Livingstone (2010), we find it important to distinguish between being ‘media-centric’ and ‘media-centered’. Being ‘media-centric’ is a one-sided approach to understanding the interplay between media, communications, culture and society, whereas being ‘media-centered’ involves a holistic understanding of the various intersecting social forces at work at the same time as we allow ourselves to have a particular perspective and emphasis on the role of the media in these processes.

The ambition of mediatization studies is to engage in cross-disciplinary work with, for instance, political scientists or educational researchers, but in order to make such an effort worthwhile for all involved, media and communication researchers must also be able to bring something to the table. In our experience the framework of mediatization research has already proved its ability to bridge various disciplines in fruitful ways. During a period in which other parts of our media and communication discipline are becoming ever more specialized, introverted and focused on (new) media technologies and their particular applications, mediatization studies has rearticulated a series of fundamental questions concerning the interrelationships
between media, communications, culture and society (Hjarvard, 2012a). Mediatization is, therefore, not a media-centric postulate about the media’s direct ‘causal influence’ on every aspect of society, but an attempt to build a theoretical framework that will allow us to discuss the influences of media and communications in other social and cultural domains with researchers from other disciplines. We attempt to be ‘media-centered’ (or more specifically ‘media- and communication-centered’) in order to engage constructively with researchers who come to the table with ‘politics-centered’ or ‘education-centered’ concepts and frameworks. There is a strong need for such a move, given the increasing relevance of media to various fields of society (Livingstone, 2009). If it is correct that media have become more important to different fields of (late) modern society such as politics, education, religion and science, scholars of media and communication research would do well to collaborate with experienced experts in these fields: scholars of political science, pedagogy, religious studies, sociology of knowledge, etc. What we can bring to such an interdisciplinary dialogue is our experience as experts in researching processes of mediated communication (‘mediation’) and their transforming potential (‘mediatization’).

Furthermore, mediatization theory does place emphasis on the role of the media, for instance by examining how media mould social interaction and shape ‘communicative figurations’ (Hepp, 2013; Hepp and Hasebrink, 2014) or how the logics of the media come to influence the logics of other institutions like religion or politics (Hjarvard, 2013). We find it perfectly valid to theorize about these matters; in fact we would find it strange if our field of research were not involved in doing exactly this. One can distinguish between an institutional, social-constructivist or cultural and a material perspective on mediatization (Lundby, 2014: 10–11). Regardless of the approach to mediatization the idea is not that the media ‘colonize’ other social or cultural domains. An institutional take sees mediatization as a social process that ‘is spurred by both the development of the media and the dynamics of a variety of other institutions in which social agents try to make use of the media’s resources for their own purposes’ (Hjarvard, 2014b: 223). A social-constructivist or cultural approach aims ‘to investigate the interrelation between the change of media communication and sociocultural change as part of everyday communication practices, and how the change of these practices is related to a changing communicative construction of reality’ (Hepp, 2013: 618). The material perspective focuses on the technologies and their material properties because ‘there is also a material aspect to the notions of space that are inherent in mediatization as well as in the media ‘textures’ through which cultural practices and everyday life materialize’ (Lundby, 2014: 11). The materiality does not determine or ‘colonize’ other domains but both shapes and is shaped by social and cultural processes.
That said, we agree with Deacon and Stanyer (2014) when they point to the necessity of considering a wide set of possible interactions between the factors involved at the contextually relevant macro-, meso-, and micro-levels. Mediatization is not a one-way street and nor are the outcomes similar across different domains. Furthermore, media developments may not necessarily or predominantly be spurred by internal media developments but may result from a complex mix of economic, legal, technological, political and cultural factors that come to influence the structure and agency of, for instance, social network media. Thus the social influences of a social network medium like Facebook not only include the increasingly mediated character of interpersonal and group relationships but also the commodification of social relationships due to the commercial dynamics embedded in Facebook. In this way, processes of mediatization may also relay dynamics from other social and cultural domains.

Deacon and Stanyer (2014) suggest looking for the possibility of non-change in the wake of media developments, since social dynamics that resist change may be just as important to understand as social dynamics that induce transformations. This is clearly a valid argument and Fischer’s (1992) study of the cultural influences of the telephone in USA may serve as a good example of such a ‘conservative’ influence of the media. As Fischer demonstrates, the telephone was initially not only a technology of modernization, but also a way for many people to maintain existing family ties in a world that in many other ways seemed subject to profound change. While acknowledging this, we would also like to emphasize that even a process of preserving strong social ties with the help of the media cannot just be understood as an example of non-mediatization. The telephone’s ability to maintain strong social ties against the backdrop of modern America may precisely – and paradoxically – account for its popularity and subsequent rise to becoming an icon of modernity and a symbol of new modern lifestyles on a par with the automobile and radio.

Finally, mediatization is not a zero-sum game in which either the media or e.g. politics come to dominate the other. Media and politics may in some respects work in tandem, enabling a simultaneous mediatization of politics and a politicization of media. The symbiotic relationship between the media’s political commentators and the political parties’ spin doctors is a sign of such intertwined developments. If we look at the research that explicitly addresses mediatization theory, without just taking articles that use the concept in passing as our reference point, we find a growing awareness of multidimensional factors at work. For instance, in a newly published volume on the mediatization of politics, Esser and Strömbäck (2014) try to add nuances to the original model of four phases of mediatization of politics (Strömbäck, 2008) and incorporate insights from existing media studies concepts (framing, agenda-setting, etc.) into the framework of mediatization. We are
confident that the growing body of literature on mediatization will reflect similar nuances and complexity as regards the reciprocal influences between media and other social domains.

**Historical transformations**

In their criticism of causal processes, Deacon and Stanyer (2014) miss the broader perspective of mediatization research. We tried to formulate this briefly in a previous article: ‘In general, the concept of mediatization tries to capture long-term interrelation processes between media change on the one hand and social and cultural change on the other’ (Hepp et al., 2010: 223). This is reiterated in recent definitions of mediatization (Couldry and Hepp, 2013: 197; Lundby, 2014: 19). Hepp and Krotz (2014: 3, 5) add that this understanding of mediatization implies that we have to consider ‘media’ as always related to communication practices.

The weaknesses of Deacon and Stanyar’s first argument have consequences for their second point of criticism, which concerns the comparisons ‘over time and space’ in mediatization research. Their argument here actually focuses on historical transformations. We acknowledge the understanding of mediatization as long-term processes. We agree that the concept thus implies historical change, as Deacon and Stanyar (2014) underline. As long-term structural processes, these changes can usually be identified as transformations (Schulz, 2004: 98; Hjarvard, 2014b: 125; Lundby, 2014: 7). British researchers (Couldry, 2008; Livingstone, 2009) following Silverstone (2002, 2005) initially regarded ‘mediation’ as the proper concept for capturing how processes of communication transform the social and cultural environment. However, Livingstone (with Lunt, 2014) as well as Couldry (2012: 134) have changed their mind and adopted ‘mediatization’ as the term for conveying historical transformations. Mediation stands as the more general term, denoting regular communication processes that do not alter the large-scale relationship between media, culture and society (Hjarvard, 2014a: 125). The two terms mediation and mediatization are not mutually exclusive, but rather complementary (Hepp, 2013: 31–38).

In a concluding comment on the contributions in the recent handbook on *Mediatization of Communication* (Lundby 2014), Sonia Livingstone and Peter Lunt suggest that ‘mediatization research might usefully re-interpret the many existing findings of mediation research by re-locating and integrating them within a historical frame’ (Livingstone and Lunt, 2014: 719). This suggestion is based on their reading of Johan Fornäs’s chapter in the handbook, in which he discusses European popular culture in terms of its graphic, print,
audiovisual and digital phases. Each period is characterized by its own transformations. However, the mediatization of each phase is rooted in different patterns of mediation (Fornäs, 2014). Livingstone and Lunt observe how Fornäs reveals ‘the distinct but complementary relations between mediation and mediatization’ (2014: 718), leading to their suggestion to reinterpret earlier findings within a historic frame related to mediatization processes.

Thus, we agree with Deacon and Stanyar (2014) that there is a need in mediatization research to historicize the processes, to conduct explicit historical analyses and go beyond general statements. This is a challenge to study concrete historic transformations and cases in order to make qualified conclusions about the ‘before’ and ‘after’ inherent in the mediatization thesis.

There is seemingly a huge unresolved gap in mediatization research between those who hold that mediatization is a phenomenon of the last three or four decades of more or less ‘media-saturated societies’ (in the western part of the world) and those who see mediatization potential in the use of media tools in communication since the very beginning of humanity (Lundby, 2014: 23–24). Hjarvard (2013: 18) is a proponent of the former, Krotz (2009, 2014) of the latter historical perspective. However, Krotz’s current research also focuses on recent media-rich late-modern settings. That said, the distinction between these two historical perspectives is also about where one observes the changes and transformations. Hjarvard looks at the transforming patterns between various institutions in society, the media themselves becoming a semi-independent institution (Hjarvard, 2014a, 2014b). Krotz is concerned with the inner workings of the communication processes of all types of media. Thus he focuses on the transformative potential of media tools in terms of ‘how people construct the social and cultural world,’ which amounts to ‘a specific realization’ in each historical phase of a culture and society (Krotz, 2009: 24–25). In this sense the two historical perspectives refer back to the distinction between an institutionalist and social-constructivist or a cultural tradition of mediatization research. But again, it is legitimate for Deacon and Stanyar (2014) to ask for more specific historical accounts.

At this point it is important to emphasize that there are already many researchers within mediatization research who work historically (Wilke, 2011; Arnold et al., 2010; Marszolek and Robel, 2014), a point which is not discussed in detail by Deacon and Stanyer. It seems to us that a whole field of ‘mediatization history’ is emerging. The problem of such historical studies is their context sensitivity, which makes them less likely to be
translated into English, and therefore they will not be represented in a keyword-based word search like the one conducted by Deacon and Stanyer. Contrary to what Deacon and Stanyer seem to expect, many of the arguments of mediatization research are grounded in solid media-historical research. This also includes historical studies of the use of the concept of ‘mediatization’ by sociological classics (Averbeck-Lietz 2014). But a lot of work remains to be done.

Conceptual design

When discussing the conceptual design of mediatization research, we must clarify one fundamental misunderstanding on the part of Deacon and Stanyer (2014) that relates back both to the points of ‘causality’ and ‘historical transformations.’ In essence, their implicit argument is that mediatization research concerns one-sided, causal effects – which is not the case. There is a recognizable difference between ‘effect research’ and ‘mediatization research’ (Kepplinger, 2008; Couldry and Hepp, 2013). Mediatization research is not about media effects but, as noted above, about the interrelation between the change of media and communication on the one hand and the change of (fields of) culture and society on the other hand. Media are not necessarily the ‘driving forces’ of transformations. There are other processes of change that might find their expression in media and communications. One example is ‘individualization’ (Beck and Gernsheim, 2001), which explains e.g. the differentiation of media outlets in Europe since the 1950s (which goes hand in hand with the ‘concentration’ of media organizations and ownerships, which we might explain by certain economic ‘driving forces’). And when media are the ‘driving forces’ of transformations they are confronted with the ‘inertia’ of certain fields, interaction orders and institutional contexts. This is another focus of mediatization research. In a nutshell, mediatization research is not about ‘linear effects’ but about analyzing ‘interrelating influences’ in the original sense of Simmel (1972).

Following on from this, Deacon and Stayer simplify the conceptual levels of mediatization research. If mediatization is understood as a ‘meta process’ (Krotz, 2009), this does not at all mean that mediatization is ‘inexorable’ or ‘ineffable’ (Deacon and Stanyer, 2014: 1038). On the contrary, the point is that ‘meta processes’ (as for example also ‘globalization’, ‘individualization’ and ‘commercialization’) are ‘theoretical constructs resting in part upon empirical evidence, but which are not empirically verifiable in their entirety’ (Hepp, 2013: 49). In this sense, the concept of mediatization is already ‘empirical universal,’ to use the wording by Deacon and Stanyer (2014: 1041), referring back to Sartori (1970). In our view, mediatization research needs to apply a
context-sensitive approach at the same time as concepts are operationalized within the more general analytical frame of mediatization. In this sense, the argument that mediatization would be ‘a concept of no difference’ is unfounded.

We also find Deacon and Stanyer’s strong emphasis on ‘diachronous’ mediatization research problematic. As we have already emphasized, we do consider this kind of historical empirical research as fundamental. However, there are also several good arguments for supplementing the ‘diachronous’ approach with a ‘synchronous’ mediatization research.

The first argument concerns the fact that for many research questions we cannot get solid ‘diachronous’ data, especially when it comes to everyday practices. In this area of research, historical data for ‘looking back’ are rare and for ‘looking ahead’ we only have limited repertoires, e.g. initiating long-term panel studies. The framework of ‘synchronous’ research offers us additional opportunities for indirect access to transformations, for example by comparing ‘media generations’ (Bolin and Skogerbo, 2013) and their media practices at a given moment in time, or by conducting biographical interviews on the perceptions of media transformations and the changes of the interviewee’s media practices. Methods like these offer indirect access to e.g. the mediatization of everyday practices of community building, and also in this case demonstrate the variability of the ‘mediatization wave’ of digitalization and the ‘inertia’ of fundamental community orientations (Hepp et al., 2014).

A second argument for ‘synchronous’ mediatization research may be traced back to the ‘event as transformations’ approach formulated by Sewell (2005). There are ‘events’ or ‘situations’ of intense transformations which are worth integrating into mediatization research. This is especially the case as regards ‘mediatization waves,’ that is, moments of qualitatively intense media change, for example when a certain digital media technology is appropriated in a certain context for the first time. In ‘situations’ like these in particular, we can describe the ‘inertia’ of a certain context, the various ‘consequences’ of mediatization and moments of ‘de-mediatization’ (Grenz and Möll, 2014; Möll and Hitzler, 2014).

Across ‘diachronous’ and ‘synchronous’ mediatization research, the conceptual design of recent studies is structured in such a way that they can describe ‘driving forces’ of transformation that are related to media and communications, including the ‘inertia’ of certain fields and institutional contexts against this and other ‘driving forces’ of importance. A few recent examples: Landerer (2013) as well as Esser and Strömbäck (2014) have developed empirical frameworks to investigate the mediatization of politics (primarily through traditional mass
media) in a way that also reflects the stability of the field of politics and other influencing forces. Hepp and Hasebrink (2014) have developed the framework of ‘communicative figurations’ to investigate ‘variation’ – which refers to situations when media become part of a certain social entity but do not necessarily transform anything. Hjarvard (2012b) has suggested a theoretical distinction between various aspects of media, following Meyrowitz (1993), to distinguish between various dimensions of mediatized religion. And within media sociology we can find a reformulation of ‘social constructivism’ as ‘communicative constructivism’ in the frame of mediatization research (Knoblauch, 2013). Despite their different theoretical approaches, contributions like these demonstrate a high level of awareness concerning conceptual designs and their operationalization in current mediatization research.

**Conclusion**

In their article, David Deacon and James Stanyer ask if mediatization is ‘a key concept or a conceptual bandwagon’ and they conclude that there is a risk that the concept may confuse more than it explains. As our clarification demonstrates, a conclusion like this falls short. On a final note we would like to emphasize that, in our view, ‘mediatization’ as a concept is part of a broader paradigm shift within media and communication research (Livingstone, 2009): In late modern societies media have become co-constitutive for the articulation of various social fields in their present form: politics, economics, education, etc. Therefore, the question of media and communication research cannot only be restricted to the study of ‘mediations’, e.g. the ‘influence’ of ‘media coverage’ on this or that. Instead, by focusing on ‘mediatization’, we must ask much more fundamentally: how are media and communications related with certain sociocultural forms and their transformation(s)? Which interrelations do we find? What consequences can we observe during these transformational processes? Such fundamental questions, which attracted us to the field of media and communication research in the first place, have in our opinion been somewhat neglected in the ongoing specialization of the research field. The framework of mediatization research is one way of putting these issues back on the agenda. As with the early academic discussions about ‘individualization’ and ‘globalization,’ we do not yet have the final answers. However, our hope is that the - institutionalization of mediatization research represents the beginning of a similar nuanced discussion as we also try to connect the notion of ‘mediatization’ with the processes of ‘globalization’ and ‘individualization’. Hopefully, we are experiencing the beginning of a fruitful discussion – in which, of course, critique is an essential component.
Parts of the article written by Andreas Hepp are based on research conducted within the CU ‘Communicative Figurations’ (University of Bremen, University of Hamburg), supported by the institutional strategy ‘Ambitious and Agile’ of the University of Bremen funded within the frame of the Excellence Initiative by the German Federal and State Governments.
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